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The Vampire Hunter perk is not the only perk you get in this mod. The Vampire Castle will also grant
you the Vampire, Vampire Lord, Vampire Cook, Vampire Cultist, Vampire Follower, Vampire Hunter,
Vampire Mage and Vampire Scribe perks. On top of that, the Vampire Castle offers perks that will

help you become a Vampire Hunter. There is no rule that says you must become a Vampire Hunter
to use the Vampire Castle, but you can certainly learn more about Vampire lore and lore, and
potentially even learn how to tame vampires. Download Mod Castle Background Story: Having

turned 16, Kvothe is a strong and healthy specimen. He is the son of Volkihar and Valerica. He has
been raised in the castle home since birth by Volkihar's servants. Having learned the art of war from

Master Hircine, he is now a capable knight and member of his father's household guard. And a
student at the Duskwatch Academy, but now there will be very few hurdles left to prove himself. And

if there are, His father will be there to guide him. The player home has many aspects, such as, a
meeting room/lounge/parlour area, a kitchen, a study/library, 2 living quarters, a torture chamber,
Master Vampire sleeping chambers, a torture study, a dining room, a Chapel, Vault armory, and a
series of dungeons. There is a teleport network from the castle to the cities mentioned above and

inside each of them. When the player enters the city, the player will teleport back to the castle. The
purpose of this mod: Build a grand castle home. To provide the player with a large castle home to
live in. To provide the player with a house home worthy of the noble Lord of the Castle. To provide

the player with a large home in which to store his hoard of treasure. To provide the player with many
options, to allow for a wide range of gameplay styles. To provide the player with an environment
worthy of his vampire Lord status. To provide a player home worthy of his noble lord status. To

provide the player with a home that acts as a base for travels throughout Tamriel.
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With Castle Volkihar Redux, your character can be become a noble with a castle home that sets itself
apart from other castles in Skyrim, or one that looks like it belongs in a medieval fantasy novel. Now, for

the bloodsucking elite or as a bloodsucking traveler, Castle Volkihar is a home fit for them. And, to be
honest, it would be impossible to make it even better, so enjoy what was made by it and may the odds
be ever in your favor. Castle Volkihar Redux is the ultimate Vampire Castle for the true Kings of Skyrim.
With the Dovakain update, a player can choose to be a member of the Volkihar vampire clan or be part

of the Dawnguard. The character will be granted the title Lords of Castle Volkihar and the castle will then
belong to them. New towns, a Vampire pool, new follower ready rooms, the ability to travel to multiple
locations, and much more! After you finish the quest The Kindred Judgement as either a member of the

Volkihar clan or the Dawnguard, ownership of the castle will fall to you. You can then personalize the
castle with your own design from the ground up and create an exotic new home for your character with
no limits. Download Mod 15. Rabbit Hole Dungeon The Rabbit Hole Dungeon mod produces a vertical

burrow of a dungeon, as implied by its name. The dungeon goes50 levelsdeep into the groundand offers
a lot of adventure for players. The dungeon has different enemies in each of those 50 levels. You must
beat all the enemies on a particular floor to proceed to the next floor, like an arena action-adventure

game. This makes the dungeon more challenging, as 50 levels of enemies is a lot to take on. The
dungeon also changes every time you revisit it, making sure you get a new experienceevery time.
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